
Embroidered Cork Tray & Embroidered Cork Keychain
Instructions No. 1328
 Difficulty: Beginner

Cork is a natural and noble trendy material that can be used in many different ways in the handicraft sector. Whether an embroidered cork tray or a chic cork
key ring - the wow-effect is guaranteed! We show you in these instructions how you can easily recreate the fashionable decorative accessories.

And it's that easy:
Cork tray 
First cut the Cork fabric towards the inner dimensions of the tray. Now place the template on the fabric and mark the stitch holes of the cross stitches on the
cork. The best way to do this is to use a Pin

Then embroider the Cork fabric according to the template just applied with the Embroidery twist Of your choice. 

Next, glue the embroidered Cork fabricto the tray bottom using the cork glue. To add more colourful accents, you can add matching colour to the tray handles,
Embroidery twist wrap.

Keychain 
First, cut two Cork fabric-sections, a cork circle and a corresponding Felt octagon according to the templates for the key rings 



Now take the cork circle and mark the stitch holes for the cross stitches . Next you embroider this with the Embroidery twist Of your choice. 

With the Felt sheet do the same 

Now glue the felt section in the middle of the embroidered cork pendant. Then glue the two larger cork sections together with the backsides and the cork
circle on the front side 

After the glue has dried, punch a hole in the pendant and pull the key ring through it - done!

Are you interested in more cork ideas?

The instruction picture frame in modern cork look shows you how quickly simple picture frames can be spiced up with cork.
Modern Beer coaster in cork look are stencilled with paint. Who wants, can give to everyone Coaster an own optics. So everyone will surely find his glass
again at the next party!
You prefer sewing? Then you will surely like our sewing idea cork leather bag .

Article number Article name Qty
710443 VBS Wooden tray, set of 3 1
658324-45 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmLight blue 1
670746 VBS Key ring with snap hook 1
360357 Prym embroidery needle assortment, without point 1
360296 Glass head-Pins Prym, 48 mm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/anleitung-bilderrahmen-in-moderner-kork-optik-t1373/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/moderne-bierdeckel-in-kork-optik-t1372/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/sewing-idea-cork-leather-bag-t1450/
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